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INTRODUCTION

International terror-violence of frightening dimensions threatens world order and strains international relations. Modern terrorism,\(^1\) endangering human lives and jeopardizing fundamental freedoms, is frequently confused with "legitimate" means of self-determination and liberation.\(^2\) Terrorism is a means of ideological warfare,\(^3\) in which innocent citizens of warring and non-warring states suffer the consequences.\(^4\) In the past, terrorists limited attacks to persons and locations having a direct relationship to an enemy government—through employment, ownership, or occupation.\(^5\) The modern trend in terrorism is to

---

1. Calvert, *Terrorism in the Theory of Revolution*, in *Terrorism, Ideology & Revolution* 27 (N. O'Sullivan ed. 1986) [hereinafter Calvert]. Modern terrorism is similar to the revolutionary activity occurring during the French Revolution of 1789. Revolutionaries used physical violence to create a basis for a new social order, executing members of the aristocracy for no reason other than their social status. *Id.* at 28.

2. Sofaer, *Terrorism and the Law*, 64 FOREIGN AFF. 906 (1986) [hereinafter *Sofaer, Terrorism and Law*]. United Nations resolutions do not establish a basis for differentiating between legitimate and illegitimate struggles. *Id.* As a result most groups apprehended while employing terrorist tactics justify their actions as legitimate fights against oppression and avail themselves of the political offense exceptions to extradition; *see infra* notes 229-53 and accompanying text (discussing the political offense exception to extradition and its abuse by terrorists).

3. See Alexander, *Conference Report—Terrorism: The Threat and Possible Countermeasures*, 8 TERRORISM: AN INT'L J. 272 (1986). Terrorists primarily use violent tactics to achieve ideological, political, and economic goals. *Id.* at 273; *see also* N. LIVINGSTONE & T. ARNOLD, *Fighting Back* 23 (1985) [hereinafter *Fighting Back*] (concluding that terrorism is an actual form of warfare and that Western nations must acknowledge an undeclared war between terrorism-sponsoring nations and the West to justify a defensive war against terrorism).


5. See Bell, *Comment: The Origins of Modern Terrorism*, 9 TERRORISM: AN INT'L J. 307-08 (1987) (noting that in the past, the victims of terrorist attacks were targeted
attack innocent civilians sharing the nationality of the enemy government and to hold that government hostage in the eyes of the public.

The international community has not effectively deterred acts of international terrorism. Despite numerous declarations denouncing terrorist activity, practical and effective sanctions are elusive. In an effort to reinforce the international battle against terrorism, the United Nations unequivocally condemned terrorist activity, particularly the killing of innocent hostages. Nations’ inability to combat this international threat is partially due to the nature of terrorist warfare. Characterized by surprise attacks, violent strikes against innocent citizens, and the unpredictable bombing of airports, airplanes, and embassies, the perpetrators of terror-violence are difficult to apprehend. Even when a
state captures terrorists, national laws against international terrorism generally fail to provide sanctions that satisfy the offended states' authorities. Thus, modern terrorism menaces states that are reluctant and unsuccessful in their efforts to combat the increasing threat.

Part I of this Comment discusses the response of the United States and the international community to the recent surge in terror-violence, specifically examining hostage-taking as an effective terror-tactic. This Comment then considers the international community's inability to agree on the definition of terrorism, making legal sanctions ineffective. Part II provides a prospective of the terrorism crisis, highlighting the underlying agitators further complicating measures to combat terrorism—such as state-sponsored terrorism, the nature of terrorist warfare, media coverage of terrorist attacks, and the difficulty of extraditing terrorists. Part III addresses the response of the United States to international terrorism through an examination of domestic and international legal measures and changes in United States foreign policy. Part IV analyzes the possible jurisdictional responses to the problem of prosecuting terrorists who abduct and murder United States citizens and offers a conclusion on the most effective jurisdictional approach. Part V discusses the international measures on terrorism, specifically on hostage-taking, and suggests an international jurisdictional approach after an analysis of United Nation's initiatives to solve the terrorism problem. This Comment concludes that the United States and the international community should pursue a legal response to the international terrorist threat, giving states broader jurisdictional license to prosecute and extradite terrorists.

variety of reasons, most terrorists are beyond the reach of states' laws); see J. MURPHY, PUNISHING INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 107 (1985) (noting that the apprehension and prosecution of terrorists is a rare phenomena).

14. RESTATEMENT (REVISED) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES, Part IV, Introductory Note, at 179 (Tent. Draft No. 6, 1985) [hereinafter Restatement Draft]. The Restatement Draft acknowledges the limitations on the authority of states to apply laws extraterritorially when the action conflicts with other states' interests. Section 401 of the Restatement Draft describes the limitations on state authority to prescribe, adjudicate, and enforce. Id.


16. Id. at 255.
I. INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM: A GLOBAL CONCERN

A. HOSTAGE-TAKING: A TERROR TACTIC

Hostage-taking became a popular terrorist tactic during the late 1960s because of its destabilizing force. Although the taking and killing of hostages is a recognized component of armed conflict, the recent increase in terrorist hostage-taking, calling attention to political causes, securing the release of criminals, and humiliating governments, has inspired the United States to strengthen its commitment to fight international terrorism.

17. Cooper, Hostage Rights: Law and Practice in Throes of Evolution, 15 CASE W. RES. J. INT'L L. 61, 61 n.3 (1983) [hereinafter Cooper]. Before 1972, aircraft hijacking was the primary provocation of international response. Id. at 79. Taking innocent citizens hostage as a means of intimidating and coercing states reached unprecedented notoriety during the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich. Id. at 80. The availability of mass communications increases the effectiveness of this method of terrorism, allowing terrorists to capture the attention of the world community. Wurth-Hough, Network News Coverage of Terrorism: The Early Years, 6 TERRORISM: AN INT'L J. 403, 404 (1983) [hereinafter Wurth-Hough]. The more offensive the crime, the more media coverage it attracts. See generally VIOLENCE AS COMMUNICATION 9 (A. Schmid & J. de Graaf eds. 1982) [hereinafter A. Schmid & J. de Graaf] (discussing the different ways terrorists manipulate news media).


19. Note, The Taking and Killing of Hostages: Coercion and Reprisal in International Law, 54 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 131, 131 (1978). The practice of taking hostages is ancient. See Alexander, The Terrorism Problem, in Conference Report, supra note 15, at 272 (presenting a historical perspective of terrorism). The international attitude toward hostage-taking and killing is evolving and increasingly categorizing the crime as barbaric. The attitude of Congress condemning terrorism is evident in legislation proposed in 1985. See Bills to Authorize Prosecution of Terrorists and Others Who Attack U.S. Government Employees and Citizens Abroad: Hearings on S. 1373, S. 1429 and S. 1508, Before the Subcomm. on Security and Terrorism of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. 10 (1985) [hereinafter Prosecution Bills] (proposing legislation to prosecute those who attack United States citizens and personnel abroad). S. 1508 requires a determination of whether the imposition of the death penalty is justified. Considerations include: 1) mitigating factors such as age, mental capacity (although this is not a defense), duress, level of participation, and 2) aggravating factors such as previous convictions and mens rea. Id; see also S. 1508, 99th Cong., 1st Sess., 131 CONG. REC. 88 (1985) (introducing S. 1508 with the intent to "close the statutory gap by amending the existing hostage-taking statute to permit application of the death penalty . . . for first degree murder"). Senator Specter justifies the "abduction" of terrorists for the purpose of prosecution in the United States by analogizing the situation to Ker v. Illinois, 119 U.S. 436 (1886). In Ker, the defendant was kidnapped in Peru by Illinois authorities and later tried and convicted in the United States. Ker v. Illinois, 119 U.S. 436, 438 (1886). The Supreme Court upheld his con-
The increase in terrorist incidents has prompted states in the international community to study subversive activities and seek international cooperation to stop terror-violence and hostage-taking. No international consensus exists, however, regarding the best means of achieving the desired results—the freedom of hostages in captivity, the punishment of hostage-takers, and the prevention of future hostage-taking.

B. DEFINITIONAL DILEMMA: TERRORISTS V. FREEDOM FIGHTERS

Defining terrorism in an internationally recognized form causes controversy among states with divergent interests. Parties with different
motives manipulate the confusion surrounding terrorism and self-determination to legitimize their actions.23 What one state considers terrorism, another state may consider a valid exercise of resistance.24 This difference in interpretation prevents the development of effective legal principles to deter terrorism.25

The statement that "one man's terrorist is another man's freedom-fighter"26 illustrates the definitional dilemma. Allowing certain parties


25. See Almond, Using Law to Combat Terrorism, in FIGHTING BACK, supra note 3, at 157, 160 (discussing the many faces of terrorism and the effect of the uncertainty about the definition upon the development of effective legal principles); Ad Hoc Committee on International Terrorism, Analytical Study Prepared by the Secretariat in Accordance with G.A. Res. 32/147, 1979 U.N.Y.B. 1146, 1147-49, U.N. Doc. A/AC.160/4 (discussing the need for an international definition of terrorism and the difficulty of reaching a consensus on the elements of terrorist warfare). The study provides the perspectives of various nations on the definitional dilemma. Id.; see also Shultz, Terrorism: The Challenge to the Democracies, 34 DEP'T ST. BULL. 2 (1984) [hereinafter Shultz] (finding a unifying thread in terrorism—"the attempt to impose their will by force . . . designed to create an atmosphere of fear").

26. But cf. Begin, Freedom Fighters and Terrorists, in INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM: CHALLENGE AND RESPONSE 39-46 (B. Netanyahu ed. 1979) [hereinafter B. Netanyahu] (suggesting that the difference between terrorists and freedom fighters is that terrorists kill innocent civilians, while freedom fighters save lives and fight at the risk of their own lives "until liberty wins the day"); A. MILLER, supra note 8, at 8-9 (criticizing the United Nation's inability to distinguish between freedom fighters and terrorists for the purpose of protecting innocent civilians when the United Nations has made this distinction for the protection of diplomats); Elkins, Caging the Beasts, in B. Netanyahu, supra, at 230-31 (opining that terrorists are defined by what they do, not by their political purposes).
to commit acts of violence under the guise of "freedom fighter" makes sanctioning the same activity committed by other parties nearly impossible. Countries cannot implement laws effectively when the process involves a determination of the legitimacy of each actor.\textsuperscript{27} The definitional dilemma is the result of inconsistent interpretations of terrorist attacks made by the international legal community on terrorist issues as a whole.\textsuperscript{28} If the international community can focus on the acts committed and not the various groups claiming the right to commit the acts, then the community can adopt a definition that distinguishes permissible and impermissible activity.\textsuperscript{29} Such definitions would enable the international community to provide legal sanctions for acts, regardless of the identity of actors.\textsuperscript{30}

The evolution of terrorist tactics such as hostage-taking and ruthless murder of innocent civilians demands a distinction between legitimate and illegitimate means of insurgency. United States government officials make that distinction, charging that those who kill or abduct innocent civilians are not freedom-fighters under any circumstances—they are terrorists.\textsuperscript{31} Although the United States position on terrorism is

\begin{flushleft}
27. R. FRIEDLANDER, TERROR-VIOLENCE: ASPECTS OF SOCIAL CONTROL 48 (1983) [hereinafter R. FRIEDLANDER, TERROR-VIOLENCE] (stating that although distinguishing between legitimate and illegitimate is as difficult as separating rebellion from conflict—violence cannot be legitimate against innocent parties).  
28. Conference Report, supra note 15, at 275 (noting that some states find terrorism justified when the actors fight for a valid cause, such as the right to self-determination or resistance to a totalitarian regime).  
29. See R. FRIEDLANDER, TERROR-VIOLENCE, supra note 27, at 198 (encouraging the prosecution of terrorists regardless of motive and claiming that terrorism is impermissible in a law-ordered society).  
30. See International Convention Against the Taking of Hostages, G.A. Res. 34/146, 34 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 46) at 245, U.N. Doc. A/34/46 (1979), \textit{reprinted in} 18 I.L.M. 1456 (1979) [hereinafter Hostage Convention] (signed by the United States on January 6, 1985) (defining the act of hostage-taking in article 1 with no mention of the actor's motivation). Although it is easy to label incidents as terrorist attacks, and in many instances easy for the West to label the perpetrators as terrorists, there is no consensus on this classification. When countries identify with the particular group's struggle—for example countries in the Middle East and the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)—they classify the terrorist attacks as legitimate means to achieve the legitimate goal of reestablishing the holy land. See generally The Availability of Civil and Criminal Actions Against Yassir Arafat's Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO): Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Security and Terrorism of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 84 (statement of Mary V. Mochary, Deputy Legal Advisor, United States Department of State) (stating that few terrorists are ever apprehended after the incident and asking for the enactment of more laws to combat the terrorist threat). Mochary advocates the abolition of the political offense exception, finding that the exception has "no place" in extradition treaties between stable democracies that have political systems to redress legitimate grievances and judicial process to provide fair treatment. \textit{Id.} at 88.  
31. See Schultz, supra note 25, at 2 (quoting Senator Henry Jackson as saying that the idea that one man's terrorist is another's freedom-fighter cannot be sanctioned and
clear, effective measures to combat the problem are difficult to implement. Most attacks against its citizens occur abroad, leaving the United States unable to either prosecute or ensure prosecution due to the number of states sympathetic to the plight of the freedom fighter and consequently offering the fugitives sanctuary. Without the assistance of the international community in reaching a consensus on the definition of international terrorism, United States efforts to deter terrorism with legal sanctions are futile.

Defining impermissible acts by terrorists is difficult because terrorist attacks share many components of acts of war. Therefore, groups claiming they are at war with imperialist governments justify their attacks as acts of war. Because most terrorist groups are not directly associated with a government, the war-like activity does not fall within the international legal grasp. Terrorist are consequently allowed to continue attacking and killing innocent civilians without much consequence.

An additional factor complicating the problem of defining terrorism is the subsequent identification of the actual terrorists. Many small, splintered terrorist organizations are supported by governments sympathetic to their causes, because of similar ideologies and common ene-

that associating the word "freedom" with terror-violence would be a disgrace to democratic societies. A simple distinction between terrorism and self-determination is that "legally speaking, terrorism focuses upon the effect, while self-determination deals with causal relationships . . . terrorism is a human wrong, self-determination is, arguably, a human right." Friedlander, Terrorism and Self-Determination: The Fatal Nexus, 7 SYRACUSE J. INT'L L. & COM. 263, 266 (1979-80).

32. Alexander, The Terrorism Problem, in Conference Report, supra note 15, at 273. Although United States foreign policy on terrorism is clear, the United States failure to specifically define terrorism and accompanying criminal acts has contributed to the confusion over what acts constitute terrorism. Id.

33. See W. FARRELL, U.S. GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO TERRORISM: IN SEARCH OF AN EFFECTIVE STRATEGY 6 (1982) [hereinafter W. FARRELL] (noting that terrorism is not easily separable from wars, disasters, and accidents). Farrell provides a lengthy list of definitions and analyzes the problems with applying them to international terrorism. Id. at 7-13.

34. See McGinley, The Achille Lauro Affair—Implications for International Law, 52 TENN. L. REV. 691, 702 (1984-85) [hereinafter McGinley] (stating that customary international law recognizes certain circumstances during armed conflicts when hostage-taking is permissible).

35. Conference Report, supra note 15, at 257-58 (discussing the new breed of terrorism characterized by nation-states that use proxies that are easily disowned).

36. But see Leich, Contemporary Practice of the United States Relating to International Law, 80 AM. J. INT'L L. 612, 632 (1986) [hereinafter Leich] (discussing the United States strike against Libya after a clear link between the terrorist activity and the Libyan government was established). Once a sufficient relationship between the terrorists and a government is established, the country of the attacked party may invoke self-defense measures under article 51 of the United Nations Charter. U.N. CHARTER art. 51.
Identifying the faction of the terrorist organization committing the immediate acts is, therefore, useless in preventing the continuation of similar attacks when the sponsoring state escapes undetected. In an effort to stop the increasing number of attacks, the United States is identifying governments supporting the terrorists. When the United States discovers a positive link between a government and a terrorist act, it has shown a willingness to fight back. This low-level form of warfare is the result of United States frustration with ineffective means of prosecuting and deterring terrorists who kill United States citizens abroad.

II. UNDERLYING AGITATORS

A. STATE-SPONSORED TERRORISM

The United States reaction is also an indication of the government's unwillingness to tolerate state-sponsored terrorism by hostile governments. The most dramatic problem of modern terrorism is the increase in international state-sponsored terrorism. A characteristic of this increase is the focus on attacking innocent civilians and non-toletarian societies. Two basic problems arise in attempting to stop state-sponsored terrorism. First, the breakdown, or lack of a nation-state claiming responsibility for the terrorist activity leaves victims unable to bring formal actions through the United Nations legal channels. Second, the sponsoring state rarely acknowledges covert support for guerilla opera-


38. N. LIVINGSTONE, *The War Against Terrorism* 163 (1983) [hereinafter N. LIVINGSTONE] (explaining that even when states identify and apprehend terrorists, they often release the terrorists because of fear of further violence and blackmail).

39. See infra note 45 and accompanying text (listing governments that the United States has identified as supporting terrorist activity).

40. Leich, *supra* note 36, at 632. The United States invoked the right of self-defense under article 51 of the United Nations Charter. In a statement to the Security Council, a United States representative explained the scope of the attack on Libya and justified the attack as a response to Libya's violation of article 2(4) of the United Nations Charter. *Id.* The specific violation was Libya's policy of threats and use of force against the United States and its citizens. *Id.* at 633.

41. See Kupperman, *Terrorism and National Security*, in *Conference Report*, *supra* note 15, at 255, 257 (noting that terrorist organizations are often indirectly or secretly related to sympathetic governments that provide safe havens from prosecution).

42. Livingstone & Arnold, *supra* note 37, at 11-12.

tions promoting that state’s interests and ideologies.44

The United States has isolated five countries that, over the past five years, have increasingly supported terrorist activity.45 According to the United States Department of State, incidents of terrorism increased thirty percent in 1984, with a high percentage of that increase occurring in the Middle East.46 The response of the United States to suspected state-sponsored terrorism includes imposing various sanctions and, in some cases, severing diplomatic relations.47

The United States is implementing preventative measures against the rise of state-sponsored terrorism.48 These measures include using intelligence sources to intercept or detect terrorist activity before the acts occur, as well as the employment of active defense sources to make the acts more costly to terrorists.49 Some states, the United Kingdom for example, have filed declarations against state-sponsored terrorism.50 Other states, plagued with an increasing number of terrorist attacks instigated by covert actions of governments, will inevitably follow suit. The detection and elimination of individual acts through the employment of intelligence forces may act as the most effective sanction in the fight against state-sponsored terrorism.51 This approach avoids actual confrontation with the supporting government when the link between the sponsoring government and the terrorists is not positively established. In instances in which the connecting link is clearly established, the United States will not rule out measures available through the United Nations doctrines of self-defense.52

44. Livingstone & Arnold, supra note 37, at 11, 14 (explaining that by the mid-seventies terrorism was highly cooperative, but that patron states preferred to stay in the background and control indirectly).
45. Oakley, Terrorism: Overview and Developments, 85 Dep’t St. Bull. 61 (Nov. 1985) (listing Cuba, Libya, Nicaragua, Iran, and Syria as the states sponsoring terrorism); see also Reagan, The New Network of Terrorist States, 9 Terrorism: An Int’l J. 101-09 (1987) (adding North Korea to the list of states that sponsor terrorism and discussing the close Soviet relationship with the terrorist network).
46. Oakley, Combating International Terrorism, 85 Dep’t St. Bull. 73-78 (June 1985) [hereinafter Oakley].
47. Id. Such sanctions rarely solve the problem and, in the case of severing diplomatic relations, may prolong the conflict. Id.; see also Leich, supra note 36, at 629 (imposing economic sanctions on Libya for material support to terrorist groups).
48. See W. Farrell, supra note 33, 32-46 (discussing the different departments in the United States government and their roles in combatting the international terrorist threat).
49. Oakley, supra note 46, at 73-78.
51. Oakley, supra note 46, at 73-78.
52. Livingstone, Proactive Responses to Terrorism: Reprisals, Preemption, and Retribution, in Fighting Back, supra note 3, at 109, 119. The possible responses to
B. THE NATURE OF TERRORIST WARFARE: INVISIBLE BLOCKADES

The nature of terror-violence makes the activity difficult to control in the international community. Terrorist attacks are predominantly violent, characterized by suicide missions, car bombs, and aircraft hijackings. The insurgents risk their lives to advance "the cause"—whether political, religious, or fanatical—and are later immortalized as martyrs and heroes. Laws prohibiting terrorist activity are ineffective because terrorists commit the acts considering goals, not sanctions. This motivation for the attacks frustrates the traditional philosophy underlying the imposition of criminal sanctions—the deterrence of undesirable acts through the imposition of punishment.

Terrorists do not account for their actions to international courts or authorities. Injured parties are, therefore, helpless in their quest for redress unless states who have custody of terrorists are willing to extradite or prosecute the terrorists. Because of the violent reprisals by terrorist organizations, most states do not dare sanction the members of terrorist organizations. The conflicting interests of states, resulting in the refusal of many states to prosecute or extradite terrorists, undermine international efforts to stop modern terror-violence. The impotence of individual states in the fight against international terror has prompted the United Nations to seek effective measures to curb the increasing number of terrorist attacks. By enacting an international convention with a broad jurisdictional base, the United Nations hopes to stop the current increase in terrorist activity. A contributing factor in the increase of terrorist attacks is the publicity and attention that the attacks receive in the international community. Scholars have stud-
ied the role of the media in reporting terrorist incidents, recognizing the correlation between publicity and terrorist goals. With the increase in violent terrorist attacks, the relationship between the media and terrorism has become increasingly important.

C. Television: The Role of the Media in the Growth of International Terrorism

The increase in the impact of terror-violence on governments and private parties is intricately related to the growth of the communication industry that transmits the terrorist threats. The extensive coverage of the most inhumane acts creates a sympathetic atmosphere for terrorists, forcing states to control the lives of innocents by either meeting demands or causing the deaths of innocents as a consequence. Through this manipulation of crisis, terrorists achieve fear and confusion in viewers, disguising their means of obtaining publicity as legitimate means of struggle. As a result, terrorist attacks, endangering human lives and jeopardizing fundamental freedoms, are frequently confused with "legitimate" means of self-determination and liberation.

The media faces the same problems plaguing the international community in reaching a consensus on an accurate definition of terrorism. As a primary source of public opinion, the media's presentation of terrorist activity is crucial to the education of its audience. The media tends to distort reality and exaggerate the capabilities of terrorists in the extensive coverage of violent attacks. Terrorists depend on this access to the media for conveying their ideological messages to the international public. In the many dramatic and tragic incidents, the ter-

59. Wurth-Hough, supra note 17, at 404. Wurth-Hough presents a study on the reporting of terrorist incidents by the three major United States networks. The study discusses how technology facilitates the spreading of terrorism and attempts to distinguish between terrorist and mere criminal acts. Id. at 405.
60. See B. Netanyahu, supra note 26, at 250-52 (discussing terrorists' ability to psychologically manipulate the public through the media).
61. See N. LIVINGSTONE, supra note 38, at 57 (noting that the strategy of terrorists is to communicate fear and to achieve political goals through the threat of violence).
62. See supra note 2 and accompanying text (discussing problems in distinguishing legitimate and illegitimate activity by revolutionaries).
63. See Wurth-Hough, supra note 17, at 405 (discussing a study of the impact of terrorism as portrayed by the three major networks).
64. Id. at 418; see also Decter, The Need for Clarity, in B. Netanyahu, supra note 26, at 243-44 (discussing the inability of the media to distinguish questionable and horrific acts—resulting in inconsistent and confusing portrayals of terrorist incidents).
65. See N. LIVINGSTONE, supra note 38, at 57 (quoting opinions that support contentions that terrorists depend heavily on the media).
rorists capture more than just innocent citizens and public attention, they practically hijack the media itself. Such criticism of the media does not emanate from the stories that are reported, but from the method of reporting. The rewards to journalists often appear to outweigh the concerns for the lives of the victims.

1. First Amendment Balance

The media argues its right to report terrorist incidents is based on the first amendment guarantee of freedom of the press. Additionally, the media asserts that the first amendment grants the right to gather news on the situs of the activity. Although first amendment freedom is clearly stated in the United States Constitution, United States courts have designated areas and times when it is permissible to abridge or suppress this freedom. Two examples of these restrictions are the prohibitions on obscenity and restrictions on the media when "clear and present danger" is imminent. When "specific harm of a grave nature would surely result from media dissemination of certain information," the United States may restrict first amendment freedoms. If the media fails to adopt responsible guidelines on reporting terrorist incidents, the government may regulate the media's access to news and information. Regulation of media access to crisis terrorist situations is justifiable

66. A. MILLER, supra note 8, at 85. See also N. LIVINGSTONE, supra note 38, at 65 (noting that the media is often symbolically held hostage by terrorists requiring the media to participate in the hostage negotiations).
67. A. MILLER, supra note 8, at 86.
68. U.S. CONST. amend. I (stating that "Congress shall make no laws . . . abridging freedom of speech, or of the press"). But cf. N. LIVINGSTONE, supra note 38, at 73 (noting that most news organizations have adopted voluntary guidelines regardless of any infringement on first amendment rights).
70. See supra note 68 and accompanying text (discussing freedom of speech according to the United States Constitution).
71. See Livingstone, Terrorism and the Media Revolution, in FIGHTING BACK, supra note 3, at 222 (quoting Justice Holmes on the limitations of free speech when words are used that "create a clear and present danger that they will bring about . . . substantive evils").
72. Id. at 222. The clear and present danger test is the guide for determining when free speech may be abridged. Id.
73. Id. at 221. In the past, there was speculation that the government would impose regulations and guidelines on the media. Id. This fear was the result of severe criticism of the media after the 1977 Hanafi Muslim hostage incident in Washington, D.C. Id.
74. See id. (discussing certain situations that would justify imposition of prior restraint by the government).
when the media’s actions may endanger the lives of hostages. Numerous incidents have been reported where the media’s release of information endangered the lives of hostages or jeopardized negotiation attempts. In many of these incidents, the media’s concern for getting the story, not for the lives endangered, has earned severe criticism from both law enforcement officials and the general public.

By refusing to adopt comprehensive policy guidelines on airing terrorist incidents and videotapes produced by terrorists, the media is manipulated and utilized for terrorist purposes. Terrorists see television as the most effective access to the press that is otherwise controlled by the economically wealthy and powerful. From this perspective, the real problem causing terrorist attacks is a malfunction in the Western information order. Without access to communication, it is inevitable that the less powerful will use whatever methods available to access the largest audience possible. Even accepting the imbalance in access to the media, the terrorist method of killing innocent civilians to publicize their causes is not tolerable in an international community seeking world peace and order.

2. Law Enforcement and Media

During terrorist attacks, the inapposite goals of law enforcement and the media produce tension. Law enforcement’s concerns are with the safety of victims and journalist’s concerns are with getting “the story.” At times, the media interferes with police operations, jeopardizing the lives of hostages. Instead of working against each other, law enforcement and media should work together to end the crisis.

75. P. Montana & G. Roukis, supra note 69, at 92. The goals of the media—gathering the news as it occurs—often interferes with police operations during a terrorist seige. These goals are not easily reconciled when the lives of innocent victims are at stake. Id. at 91-92.
76. Id. at 97, 98.
77. See A. Schmid & J. de Graaf, supra note 17, at 180 (explaining that groups lacking access to the media use terror-violence to gain publicity and recognition).
78. Id. at 193-200.
79. Id. at 218. Democratization of the press, which is a technical impossibility, would remedy this situation. Id. at 222. To avoid the seizure of media power, the media could adopt new reporting values and focus on stories having social utility, while realistically portraying the proportionate influences of the events. Id. This would help prevent the use of violence and murder as a justification for access to the press. Id.
81. Id. at 97.
82. See id. at 95 (describing a number of incidents when the media’s broadcasting of police action or position caused the failure of a law enforcement maneuver in process or the death of a hostage).
83. See id. at 93 (urging civil authorities to work with the media rather than inter-
D. EXTRADITION: THE KEY TO PROSECUTION

Another serious concern of law enforcement is the inability to obtain custody of terrorists through extradition treaties. Without effective extradition agreements, hostage-taking and aircraft hijacking will continue to plague the international community. In absence of bilateral treaty provisions, states are not obligated to extradite persons accused of violent terrorist activity. If bilateral extradition treaties exist, states using the treaties to obtain custody of terrorists experience the same definitional problem as the international community. The problem is further complicated by the lack of consensus on the definition of terrorism and the legitimacy of certain methods to achieve the goals of self-determination, insurgency, and terrorism.

Many states regard violent acts committed by insurgents in foreign countries during times of peace as political in nature and warranting asylum. In response to the increase in terror-violence and in the transnational character of terrorist attacks, some states have enacted provisions restricting the political offense exception to extradition. The European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism, for example, limits the availability of the political offense exception for specific crimes characteristic of terror-violence—such as the use of explosives and machine guns—but does not define the components of a political offense or terrorism.

United States extradition practice is limited by statute to bilateral treaties. Although the treaties recognize the political offense exception, courts in the United States have construed this exception narrow with the transmission of news). Although law enforcement often resents the portrayal of terrorists as ideological heroes, efforts to understand media and use media access in rescue operations would reduce tension between reporters and policemen. Id.

84. Dinstein, Comments on the Fourth Interim Report of the ILA Committee on International Terrorism, 7 TERRORISM: AN INT’L J. 163, 166 (1982) (noting the only solution to this problem is to prohibit terrorists from receiving exemptions from extradition regardless of political motives).


In some treaties, such as the United States-United Kingdom Extradition Treaty, Congress included additional provisions to deny terrorists the use of the political exception. Limiting the availability of political asylum and "safe havens" for terrorists is evidence that the courts support the executive branch's mandate on fighting international terrorism. Court decisions, however, have reached confusing conclusions as to the applicability of the political offense doctrine.

In a recent extradition case involving an American citizen accused of illegally using explosives and murdering an English constable, the court attempted to clarify the political exception confusion, holding that transnational terrorist activity is not protected under the political exception to extradition. In Quinn v. United States, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that Quinn failed to meet the "incidence test." The test's requirements are: 1) that the crime is related to a struggle to abolish a country's existing government; and 2) that a crime is consequent to the uprising activity. Although Quinn's actions met the first part of the test, he committed the attack in question in London, not Ireland, the country of the uprising. The court, therefore, held that Quinn did not meet the second part of the test and characterized his acts as international terrorism, depriving him the privilege of the political offense exception. The court espoused the ju-

88. See infra notes 94-96 and accompanying text (citing cases interpreting the political offense exception to extradition very narrowly).
89. Extradition Treaty of June 8, 1972, United States-United Kingdom, 28 U.S.T. 227, T.I.A.S. No. 8468 (granting extradition for certain specified offenses, including murder, attempted murder, and malicious wounding).
90. See infra note 92 and 94 (discussing the limitation of the political offense exception, denying terrorists "safe haven" unless their activity is limited to certain circumstances).
91. See infra note 97 (discussing inconsistent court decisions on the applicability of the political offense exception).
92. Quinn v. Robinson, 783 F.2d 776, 817 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 271 (1986) (stating that acts of international terrorism do not meet the incidence test and are not protected by the political offense exception).
93. Id.
94. Id. at 796-97; cf. In re Castioni, [1891] 1 Q.B. 149, 159 (1890) (requiring that the overt act concern the government and that the act is incidental to a political matter, uprising, or dispute between parties in the state). This test is presently used by the United States for the determination of the political incidence characteristics of crimes. Quinn v. Robinson, 783 F.2d 776, 797 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 271 (1986) (noting that American courts continue to apply the incidence test set forth in In re Castioni and In re Ezeta, 62 F. 972 (N.D. Cal. 1894)). The test requires (1) the occurrence of an uprising or violent political disturbance at the time of the charged offense and (2) that the charged offense is incidental to, in the course of, or in furtherance of the uprising. Quinn v. Robinson, 783 F.2d at 797.
95. Quinn v. Robinson, 783 F.2d 776, 813 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 271 (1986) (holding that the uprising component was not met because (1) the level of violence outside of Northern Ireland was not sufficient to constitute an uprising and (2)
diciary's commitment to combatting international terrorism and refuted the government's argument that granting Quinn's request for political exception would recognize political terrorism and conflict with executive policy.98

The court's opinion in Quinn noted the inconsistencies in prior court decisions on the extradition of individuals accused of violent political acts committed outside organized military conflict.97 The court noted the difficulty in reaching a consensus on the components of the political offense exception but explained that the basic standards are refined on a case-by-case basis.98 Regardless of the inconsistent court decisions on the political exception question, the United States unequivocally condemns all acts of international terror-violence and urges international cooperation in the battle against terrorist activity.99 The court in Quinn

the violence was not generated by citizens or residents of England).

96. See Quinn v. Robinson, 783 F.2d 776, 786-87 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 271 (1986) (determining that the judiciary could properly decide upon the application of the political offense exception). The court contrasted the political pressure on the executive branch concerning controversial international issues with the courts' ideological neutrality. Id. The executive branch retains the ultimate authority to decide upon extradition—subject to treaty obligations—after the judiciary has made a determination on the offender's extraditability. Id. The court in Quinn, however, decided the political exception issue, finding that judicial action did not infringe or limit the scope of the executive branch's discretion. Id. at 803; see In re McMullen, No. 3-78-1099MG, slip op. at 4 (N.D. Cal. May 11, 1979) (denying an extradition request by the United Kingdom after concluding that an IRA bombing of military barracks in England was connected to a political uprising and incidental to that uprising). But see Quinn v. Robinson, 783 F.2d 776, 803-06 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 271 (1986) (rejecting McMullen and finding activity that constitutes international terrorism is not protected under the political offense test); Eain v. Wilkes, 641 F.2d 504, 520 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 894 (1981) (holding that the political conflict requirement of the test was met, but that the random act of terrorism against indiscriminate targets was not incidental to the conflict and thus not protected under the political offense exception); In re Mackin, 668 F.2d 122 (2d Cir. 1981) (recognizing the existence of a political conflict in Northern Ireland when an IRA member murdered a British soldier in Belfast and finding the offense incidental to the struggle).

The only real distinction between In re Mackin and In re McMullen was the situs of the crime. On the basis of the "transcending of national borders" distinction, the Quinn court would deny McMullen political exception from extradition because his acts would constitute international terrorism. Quinn v. Robinson, 783 F.2d 776, 814 n.36 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 271 (1986). Mackin, however, would still benefit from the political offense exception because his acts targeted the government within Northern Ireland's national boundaries. Id. at 801-02. The court in Quinn, cooperating with the executive branch in the fight against international terrorism, defined legitimate insurgent activity as activity that takes place within the national borders of the country under attack. Id. at 817.


calls for the limitation of the political uprising prong of the incidence test to its historic purpose-when those engaged in the violence are seeking to accomplish a particular objective. The exception does not apply to political acts that involve “less fundamental efforts” to accomplish change or efforts that do not involve a significant amount of turmoil. The decision in Quinn firmly denies any judicial role in making judgments on the nature of foreign struggles because of the political nature of such judgments. In certain incidents involving international terrorism—not directly related to the struggle and occurring within the national boundaries of the opposing government—courts will refuse the political exception rather than define the political nature.

III. UNITED STATES RESPONSE TO TERRORISM

United States efforts to slow the rising tide of terrorism and the taking of hostages in the international community are exemplified by support for multilateral, bilateral, and regional treaties and conventions calling for an end to international terror-violence and hostage-taking. Although these treaties and conventions purport to afford a more solid jurisdictional basis, significant deficiencies still exist in the ability of the United States government to prosecute international terrorists. One such problem is the inability of states to acquire jurisdiction over terrorists who victimize innocent civilians purely on the basis of nationality. Numerous illustrations of attacking innocents occurred in 1985-86. Americans were abducted from ships, airplanes, and overseas

100. Quinn v. Robinson, 783 F.2d 776, 807 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 271 (1986) (finding that an uprising can only exist when “the turmoil that warrants characterization is created by nationals of the land in which the disturbances are occurring”).

101. Quinn v. Robinson, 783 F.2d 776, 798 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 271 (1986); see also Escobedo v. United States, 623 F.2d 1098 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1036 (1980) (denying the applicability of the political offense exception when the petitioner committed a politically motivated kidnapping). Unless the act was “committed in the course of and incidental to a violent political disturbance,” the court refused to apply the political offense exception. Id. at 1104.


103. See infra note 127-28 (listing international conventions against aircraft hijacking and crimes against internationally protected persons); supra note 30 (discussing the Hostage Convention and additional measures to apprehend and prosecute terrorists).

104. See Sofaer, Fighting Terrorism Through Law, 85 DEP’T ST. BULL. 38-42 (Oct. 1985) (describing incidents occurring in 1985, including the hijacking of TWA Flight 847, the murder of United States Embassy guards and civilians in San Salvador, the bombing of the Air India flight, the bombing at the Frankfurt airport, and the
posts. A number of citizens were murdered, some remain in captivity, and the fate of others is still unknown.

A. DOMESTIC LEGISLATION

Responding to terrorist activity directed at Americans, the United States enacted the Hostage Taking Act.\textsuperscript{105} Although the Act does not impose sanctions against terrorism \textit{per se},\textsuperscript{106} it was drafted to remedy specific problems of terrorism that pose the greatest threats to American citizens.\textsuperscript{107} The United States also enacted anti-terrorist legislation, imposing economic sanctions and authorizing surveillance activities,\textsuperscript{108}

\begin{flushright}
Achille Lauro incident); see also \textit{Hostage Incidents: Examples in Modern History}, 81 Dep't St. Bull. 23 (Mar. 1981) (listing international incidents of hostage-taking and terror-violence occurring over the past century).
\end{flushright}


\textsuperscript{106.} Ludington, \textit{Validity and Construction of Terroristic Threat Statutes}, 45 A.L.R. 4TH 949, 954-88 (1986) (noting that Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Kentucky, Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, and Texas have enacted legislation against terrorist threats, but that such statutes have little effect on the government's foreign policy toward terrorism); \textit{see Legal Controls and Deterrence of Terrorism: Performance and Prospects}, 13 Rutgers L. J. 465, 466 (1982) (finding that most terrorist acts are prosecuted under federal or state criminal codes covering homicide, kidnapping, bombing, assault, battery, or other common crimes rather than a federal statute establishing a crime of terrorism).

\textsuperscript{107.} \textit{See supra} note 86 and accompanying text (discussing an approach to terrorism that sanctions specific acts as crimes, avoiding definitional problems by considering the activity instead of the motivation).

and proposed legislation on collecting information to prohibit the support of terrorist groups. The most federal legislation addressing terrorist activity is designed to allow the United States to perform its obligations under international treaties. The Hostage Taking Act, enabling the United States to act under the Hostage Convention, provides for passive personality jurisdiction. The use of passive personality jurisdiction is inconsistent with traditional United States foreign policy, repudiating the principle as a valid base of international jurisdiction. The effectiveness of the Hostage Taking Act will depend on the ability of the United States to assert jurisdiction over the accused terrorists—a problem that weakens the Act's impact due to the United States' inability to overcome the protective veil of asylum and political refuge.

The frustration of the United States with the inability to prosecute terrorists has provoked a number of legislative responses. The most

the United States or of any state, or that would be a criminal violation if committed within the jurisdiction of the United States or any state." Id. at § 1801. The Act specifically requires that the conflict occur totally outside the United States to ensure the international dimension. Id. at § 1801(c)(3).

109. See United States Offers Rewards for Terrorists, 85 Dep't St. Bull. 77 (Dec. 1985) (mentioning the 1984 Act to Combat Terrorism provisions to reward persons that provide information on terrorists). The Articles for Rewards for Information Concerning Terrorist Acts, appropriating rewards for information concerning unauthorized activities, and the Prohibition Against the Training or Support of Terrorist Organizations Act of 1984, both seek to prevent support of terrorist activity. Id.


111. See infra notes 148-51 and accompanying text (questioning the use of the passive personality principle as a valid, independent basis of jurisdiction under United States law).

112. Note, U.S. Legislation, supra note 110, at 950 (noting that personal jurisdiction must be obtained before terrorism can be tried in a United States court).

promising bill, the Terrorist Prosecution Act,114 passed in the Senate on February 19, 1986 by a ninety-two-to-zero vote.118 The bill “provide[s] for the prosecution and punishment of persons who, in furtherance of terrorist activities or because of the nationality of the victims, commit violent attacks upon Americans outside the United States or conspire outside of the United States to murder Americans within the United States.”118 The bill does not define terrorism, avoiding problems associated with reaching a consensus on an acceptable definition of international terrorism.117 The bill also extends jurisdiction to crimes conspired outside the United States but committed within its territory.119 The Act is based on the protective principle of jurisdiction,119 allowing extraterritorial extension of laws when conduct threatens state security or government functions.120 The main problem with this approach is that many attacks will not meet the jurisdictional requirements of the protective principle, especially random attacks against Americans that are not specifically targeted, but are among a group that is attacked.121
The progress of the United States in enacting domestic legislation to combat terrorism will not stop the increase in terrorist activity unless effective international measures are also adopted.

B. **INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS OF THE UNITED STATES**

Although an international consensus on the definition of terrorism is unlikely, if a majority of states could agree on which terrorist activities are intolerable, then effective sanctions could prohibit such activities. A multilateral treaty signed by many nations agreeing on the components of the illegal offense would offer the most effective international barrier to recurring terrorist strikes. Although the Committee on International Terrorism of the International Law Association attempted to draft a single convention against international terrorism, the many problems that arose forced the Committee to abandon the goal of a single convention. Even if signatory states compose a majority of world nations, when certain states plagued by a large percentage of terrorist attacks do not sign the treaty, sanctions are useless. Regardless, reaching an international consensus on sanctions for terrorist activity will increase the chances of intercepting terrorists operating outside of their protective spheres.

On January 6, 1985, the United States signed the United Nations Convention Against the Taking of Hostages in an effort to combat the increasing number of terrorist incidents in which the perpetrators are not extraditable to a state with jurisdiction to prosecute. The hesitation of some states to sign the Convention, the narrow interpretation of its scope, and the continuing successful escape of terrorists from prosecution, have reduced the role of the Convention in the internation...
tional fight against terrorism. To combat the increasing terrorist dilemma, the United States has enacted legislation and signed international treaties that impose sanctions against people who hijack aircraft, threaten the lives of internationally protected persons, and most recently, against persons who take hostages. Additional evidence of the emerging commitment of the United States to end terrorism is exemplified by developments in foreign policy.


129. Hostage Convention, supra note 30.
C. UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY: ADAPTING TO INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM

The recent surge in terror-violence against American citizens has caused a reevaluation of the United States foreign policy responses to international terrorism. The United States traditionally approached terrorist threats against its citizens by using one of its three methods—international legal principles, domestic legislation, or international agreements. Official statements noting frustration with the spreading threat of terrorist activity and calling for stricter measures of extradition and prosecution support a change in foreign policy. The United States is reinforcing its tough position on terrorism, enacting domestic laws that encompass most forms of terrorist activity.

No international consensus exists on what constitutes “justifiable activity” for groups struggling for self-determination. According to United States foreign policy, however, kidnapping and killing innocent civilians is clearly unacceptable activity. The strengthening of United States foreign policy, illustrated by a lack of tolerance for violent terrorist activity, is in reaction to the development of violent means employed by terrorists to call attention to their respective causes.

Although United States foreign policy clearly condemns certain ac-

130. A This World Symposium—Terrorism: What Should We Do?, THIS WORLD 31, 31 (1985) [hereinafter This World] (noting that thirty to thirty-five percent of international terrorist attacks are against United States citizens and interests and that the attacks will probably become increasingly violent).

131. See Terrorists Seize Cruise Ship in Mediterranean, 85 DEP’T ST. BULL. 74 (Oct. 1985) (reporting statements by President Reagan, Secretary Shultz, William Webster, and Abraham Sofaer condemning terrorism and calling for the extradition and prosecution of all hostage-takers in the Achille Lauro incident).


tivity by terrorists, the lack of definite guidelines on acceptable reactions to attacks invites terrorists to continue targeting American citizens and interests around the world. The inconsistency of United States foreign policy on interaction with terrorists is illustrated by the arms-for-hostages swap with Iran. One of the foundations of United States foreign policy was the government’s refusal to make concessions to terrorists. By trading arms for hostages, the Reagan administration undermined its policy of no concessions to terrorists. The United States government must go beyond advocating a strict policy in combating terrorism and adopt guidelines on legal measures, reprisal and retribution, and the risks of war that the United States is willing to assume when confronting state-sponsored terrorism. Until United States policy-makers establish these guidelines, foreign policy initiatives will continue to portray strong ideas with weak results. Complementing the United States vehement condemnation of terrorism, United States courts have considered a broad jurisdictional approach to the problem of prosecuting terrorists.

IV. A JURISDICTIONAL RESPONSE TO TERRORISM

There are five generally recognized theories of criminal jurisdiction in international law: the territorial, protective, nationality, universal, 

135. See Lynch, supra note 4, at 74 (quoting Robert B. Oakley, Director of the Office for Counter-Terrorism and Energy Planning, Department of State). Oakley states that United States policy is direct, that the United States will not pay ransom, abridge United States policy, or endanger democratic principles. Id. But see Reagan Acknowledges Arms-for-Hostages Swap, Wash. Post, Mar. 5, 1987, at A12 (discussing the violation of established foreign policy when the United States sold arms to Iran to secure the release of hostages).

136. Lynch, supra note 4, at 1.

137. See Arms-for-Hostages supra note 135, at 1, col. 1 (reporting President Reagan's acknowledgment that the trading of arms-for-hostages with Iran conflicted with United States policy of not bargaining with terrorists for the freedom of hostages).

138. Lynch, supra note 4, at 74.

139. Arms-for-Hostages, supra note 135, at A12. In his March 4th address to the nation, President Reagan stated that:

[What began as a strategic opening to Iran deteriorated in its implementation into trading arms for hostages. This runs counter to my own beliefs, to administration policy, and to the original strategy we had in mind. There are reasons why it happened, but no excuses. It was a mistake.]

140. Lynch, supra note 4, at 75.

141. See id. at 83-85 (noting that the development of a coherent foreign policy would have a positive effect domestically and internationally). The development of such a policy may also educate the American public and elicit increased support for measures to combat terrorist activity. Id.

and passive personality principles. The territorial principle grants jurisdiction when the crime occurs within the territory of a state.\textsuperscript{143} A derivative theory of territorial jurisdiction, the "floating territorial principle," affords jurisdiction over offenses occurring on a state's ship or aircraft.\textsuperscript{144} The protective principle provides for jurisdiction where the effect of the crime threatens the national interests of a state.\textsuperscript{145} The
nationality theory affords a state jurisdiction if the person committing the crime is a national of that state, wherever the crime takes place.146 The universal principle allows jurisdiction in any forum that has personal jurisdiction over the perpetrator for universally recognized heinous crimes.147 The passive personality theory grants jurisdiction on the basis of the victim's nationality.148

(2d Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 392 U.S. 936 (1968) (applying the protective principle to the crime of making a false oath in a visa application although committed abroad); Rocha v. United States, 288 F.2d 545, 549 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 366 U.S. 948 (1961) (upholding jurisdiction under the protective principle over immigrants who made unlawful entry, claiming preferred status as husbands of United States brides through sham marriages); United States v. Layton, 509 F. Supp. 212, 215-16 (N.D. Cal. 1981) (noting that the United States has extraterritorial jurisdiction under the protective principle over those involved in a conspiracy in Guyana to murder Congressman Ryan); United States v. Keller, 451 F. Supp. 631, 635 (D.P.R. 1978) (upholding jurisdiction under the protective principle when the national interest of the United States is injured by a conspiracy to import illegal drugs); United States v. Archer, 51 F. Supp. 708, 711 (S.D. Cal. 1943) (upholding the protective principle for harm against the sovereignty of the United States when an immigrant signed a false oath for immigration purposes); see also Blakesley, supra note 126, at 1132-39 (describing the offenses that give rise to protective principle jurisdiction as potentially harming specific national interests). Unlike the objective or subjective territorial principles, the protective principle provides jurisdiction over offenses committed entirely outside the territory of the forum state, even without any effect within the territory, if the offenses might adversely affect the state's security, integrity, sovereignty, or governmental function. Id. at 1136.

146. See, e.g., Skiriotes v. Florida, 313 U.S. 69, 73, 77 (1941) (holding that the United States may control the conduct of citizens on the high seas in matters in which the state has a legitimate interest); Blackmer v. United States, 284 U.S. 421, 437 (1932) (upholding nationality jurisdiction over a citizen convicted of contemptuous disobedience of two subpoenas in a criminal case and requiring the return of the United States citizen living abroad); Cook v. Tait, 265 U.S. 47, 54, 56 (1924) (allowing Congress to tax income received by a United States citizen from property situated outside the United States); United States v. Bowman, 260 U.S. 94, 102 (1922) (holding that United States citizens on the high seas are subject to criminal prosecution for fraud under the nationality principle); United States v. Layton, 509 F. Supp. 212, 215-16 (N.D. Cal. 1981) (affording the United States jurisdiction over a citizen accused of committing crimes abroad).

147. See infra notes 187-93 and accompanying text (discussing the universal principle of jurisdiction).

148. Harvard Research, supra note 142, at 445. Historically the United States has rejected the passive personality principle as a valid base of international jurisdiction. See Restatement, supra note 142, at § 30(2) comment e (stating that jurisdiction should not be granted over an alien of the state seeking prosecution solely on the basis of the victim's nationality); see also The Cutting Case, 1887 FOR. REL. 751 (1888), reported in 2 J. Moore, INT'L L. DIG. 228 (1906) [hereinafter J. Moore]. In Cutting, Mexican police arrested and jailed an American for crimes allegedly committed against a Mexican national in Texas. Id. The United States Secretary of State filed a protest that:

[T]here is no principle better settled than that the penal laws of one country have no extraterritorial force . . . . To say that the penal laws of a country can bind foreigners and regulate their conduct, either in their own or any other foreign country, is to assert jurisdiction over such countries and to impair their
In response to the international controversy regarding the most effective means of dealing with the threat of terrorism, the United States has taken the initiative and is broadly interpreting the jurisdictional provisions of both the Hostage Convention and the Hostage Taking Act in an effort to obtain jurisdiction when terrorist acts are committed against American nationals abroad. United States courts have never sanctioned the exercise of international jurisdiction based solely on the nationality of the victims. As a response to the increase in international terrorism, however, the United States is sanctioning the use of the passive personality principle of criminal jurisdiction that it has historically condemned on an international level because of its potential to violate sovereign rights.

This shifting policy involves the possible assertion of jurisdiction over hostage-takers under either the universal or passive personality principle of jurisdiction when no previously recognized means of jurisdiction will provide for prosecution of the perpetrators. Recent official statements and developments in foreign relations law suggest that the United States is prepared to employ either principle of jurisdiction to eliminate the proliferation of terrorist violence in the international community.

---

1. See United States v. Columba-Colella, 604 F.2d 356, 360 (5th Cir. 1979) (rejecting the passive personality principle as a valid base of jurisdiction). But see States v. Benitez, 741 F.2d 1312 (11th Cir. 1984) (convicting a non-United States citizen in the United States for conspiracy to murder, assault, and rob United States Drug Enforcement Agents in Colombia). The court relied on Rivard and Layton to support the existence of the protective and passive personality principles. Id. at 1316; see also United States v. Marino-Garcia, 679 F.2d 1373, 1381 (11th Cir. 1972) (finding that the passive personality may be employed to gain jurisdiction over persons or vessels that injure citizens of a foreign country).

2. But cf. United States v. Layton, 509 F. Supp. 212, 216 n.5 (N.D. Cal. 1981) (stating that the court has the power to rely on the passive personality principle, but avoiding the question of whether this principle alone is sufficient to grant jurisdiction).

3. RESTATEMENT, supra note 142, at § 30(2) (stating that the United States does not have jurisdiction to prescribe rules of law attaching legal consequences to the conduct of aliens outside of its territory on the basis that the victim is a United States national).

4. See infra note 193 (providing cases that employ the universal principle to exercise jurisdiction over persons committing crimes that have an independent basis in international law).

5. See infra note 156 and accompanying text (discussing the limited acceptance of the passive personality principle in the Restatement Draft of Foreign Relations Law of the United States).

A. RESTATEMENT OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW: AN INDICATION OF LIMITED ACCEPTANCE

The 1985 Draft of the Restatement of Foreign Relations Law re-states the traditional bases of jurisdiction over extraterritorial crime.\(^\text{106}\) The Restatement Draft mentions both the passive personality principle\(^\text{156}\) and the universal principle\(^\text{157}\) as potential sources of jurisdiction over terrorist activity and hostage-taking in particular.\(^\text{158}\) The recognition of these bases of international jurisdiction indicate a change in United States foreign policy. United States foreign policy traditionally rejected the use of the passive personality principle\(^\text{159}\) as a basis of international jurisdiction and limited the universal principle to certain crimes.\(^\text{160}\)

The 1985 Restatement Draft of Foreign Relations Law delineates both the passive personality and the universal theories of jurisdiction as potential means of dealing with the problems of terrorism.\(^\text{161}\) United States foreign policy on the actual use of the passive personality princi-
ple will remain unclear until the government has the opportunity to assert such jurisdiction without violating another state's sovereign rights. In most cases, this will require the consent of the state in question. Where one of the parties involved does not recognize the validity of the passive personality principle or consent to its use, there is potential for conflict.

B. THE PASSIVE PERSONALITY PRINCIPLE

The passive personality principle is not internationally accepted as a valid principle of jurisdiction because of its potential to violate sovereign rights. Few states have relied on the passive personality principle as an acceptable means of gaining jurisdiction. Only a few states recognize this theory of jurisdiction as a valid principle of international law. Nonetheless, recent attacks against government officials and civil servants travelling and working abroad have modified the United States historical rejection of the passive personality principle as a valid base of international jurisdiction. In United States v. Layton, the

162. Note, U.S. Legislation, supra note 110, at 935. Even when the jurisdictional basis is sound, the exercise of criminal jurisdiction in a foreign state's territory may violate international law and state sovereignty. Id.; see also Paust, supra note 22, at 202 (stating that the United States, along with most other states, has rejected the passive personality principle as a valid principle of international law); Blakesley, A Conceptual Framework for Extradition and Jurisdiction Over Extraterritorial Crime, 4 Utah L. Rev. 685, 715 (1984) (discussing the rejection of the passive personality principle by United States authorities as a matter of foreign policy).

American courts have also rejected the passive personality principle because of its potential to violate the right of state sovereignty. Id. But see Sofaer, Terrorism and Law, supra note 2, at 919 (stating that nations should not only consider the principle of territorial sovereignty but also states' duties to cooperate, extradite, and prosecute terrorists).

163. Paust, supra note 22, at 191, 202; see also United States v. Columba-Colella, 604 F.2d 356, 360 (5th Cir. 1979) (reversing the conviction of a foreigner for receiving a stolen vehicle in foreign commerce). The court held that Congress did not intend to assert foreign jurisdiction under the statute and that "Congress would not be competent to attach criminal sanctions to the murder of an American by a foreign national in a foreign country, . . ." Id. at 360. The court rejects the use of the passive personality principle, finding the defendants acts beyond its competence to proscribe. Id.; see also Note, An Analysis of the Achille Lauro Affair: Towards an Effective and Legal Method of Bringing International Terrorists to Justice, 9 Fordham Int'l L. J. 328, 342 (1986) [hereinafter Note, Achille Lauro Affair] (stating that the United States does not recognize the passive personality theory as a valid base of international jurisdiction).

164. Paust, supra note 22, at 202 n.43 (noting that only Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico and Turkey recognize the passive personality as a valid principle of international law).

165. United States v. Layton, 509 F. Supp. 212, 216 (N.D. Cal. 1981). In Layton, the United States sought jurisdiction over Laurence Layton for the murder of Congressman Leo Ryan in the Republic of Guyana. Id. at 217. The court specifically stated that the protective, territorial, passive personality, and nationality principles give
court accepted the passive personality principle for the limited purpose of obtaining jurisdiction over terrorists who killed a member of Congress and were not covered by any other jurisdictional principle. The United States jurisdictional response to terrorist activity has been retarded by problems associated with asserting jurisdiction over terrorists and difficulties in reaching a consensus in the international community on the definition of terrorism.¹⁶⁶

The hesitancy of the United States to enact domestic legislation and ratify international treaties adopting the passive personality principle is understandable, as the government has traditionally found exercise of this theory repugnant to the principle of sovereignty.¹⁶⁷ If the United States did recognize the passive personality principle as a valid base of international jurisdiction, then the principle may be used to prosecute citizens committing crimes on the basis of the nationality of the victim.

The historical rejection of this principle is established in the Cutting Case.¹⁶⁸ Unlike the accusation of criminal libel in the Cutting Case, however, the taking of hostages is more amenable to the application of the passive personality principle because many of the attacks are com-

¹⁶⁶ Congress the power to authorize extra-territorial jurisdiction. *Id.* at 216. The court relied on Rivard v. United States, 375 F.2d 882, 885 (5th Cir.), *cert. denied*, 389 U.S. 884 (1967) and United States v. Rodriguez, 182 F. Supp. 479 (S.D. Cal. 1960), *aff'd sub nom.* Rocha v. United States, 288 F.2d 545 (9th Cir.), *cert. denied*, 366 U.S. 948 (1961), requiring no actual effect to take place within national boundaries and noting that a potential effect will suffice. The court declined, however, to rule on the issue of whether the passive personality principle, standing alone, would be a sufficient basis of jurisdiction. United States v. Layton, 509 F. Supp. at 214. The opinion does note that United States courts have repeatedly upheld the power of Congress to attach extraterritorial effect to its penal statutes. *Id.* at 215; *see also* United States v. King, 552 F.2d 833, 851 (9th Cir. 1976), *cert. denied*, 430 U.S. 966 (1977) (holding that the territorial principle is neither exclusive nor a completely accurate description of a state's power to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction); United States v. Pizzarusso, 388 F.2d 10, 10 n.5 (2d Cir. 1967), *cert. denied*, 392 U.S. 936 (1968) (upholding extraterritorial jurisdiction necessary to carry out Congressional power over the conduct of foreign relations). The courts in both *King* and *Pizzarusso* noted the passive personality principle of jurisdiction but chose to decide the cases on more recognized jurisdictional grounds. *See also* Comment, Extraterritorial Jurisdiction of Federal Criminal Law: The Assassination of Congressman Ryan, 14 LAW. AM. 61, 62-67 (1982) (discussing extraterritorial jurisdiction under United States and international law and noting that the passive personality principle has little support in United States case law).

¹⁶⁷ W. FARRELL, supra note 33, at 6-18. The author recognizes the problem of defining terrorism and notes that the definition depends upon the point of view of the state or person. The definition of “[t]errorism, like beauty, remains in the eye of the beholder.” *Id.* at 11.

¹⁶⁸ See supra note 162 (describing the use of the passive personality principle as repugnant to the principle of sovereignty).

¹⁶⁶ See supra note 148 (describing the Cutting Case as rejecting the passive personality principle).
mitted purely on the basis of the victim's nationality. A crime committed against a citizen solely on the basis of nationality warrants jurisdiction on the basis of the passive personality principle, especially where no other basis for jurisdiction exists. If the United States government applies this theory to hostage-taking, it should act as the exception to the general rejection of the passive personality principle, rather than an extension of the principle to other types of criminal activity.

United States courts mention the passive personality principle in several opinions but do not recognize its international validity as an independent basis of jurisdiction. Although courts have hesitated to adopt the principle as an independent basis of jurisdiction, the United States has signed the United Nations Convention Against the Taking of Hostages and enacted the Hostage Taking Act that both explicitly recognize the passive personality principle. The enactment of the Hostage Taking Act and the ratification of the Hostage Convention indicate that the United States accepts the passive personality principle for the limited purpose of obtaining jurisdiction over terrorists who take United States citizens hostage. To date, however, the United States has not explicitly asserted this principle to gain jurisdiction over terrorists due to problems of concurrent jurisdiction.

169. Restatement Draft, supra note 14, at § 402 comment g (finding the passive personality principle increasingly acceptable when applied to terrorist attacks on states' nationals by reason of their nationality).
170. Id.
171. Cf. Fourth Report, supra note 18, at 126 (discussing the difficulties of defining offenses that would warrant a state to act against political fugitives committing violent acts abroad solely against foreigners for a cause which that state supports). Contra Dissenting Statement by Professor L.C. Green and Dr. J. Lador-Lederer, id. at 132 (finding that the passive personality principle is not a "doubtful legal basis" and that terrorism is not the first crime in which criminal jurisdiction is based on the nationality of the victim).
172. See supra note 149-50 (listing cases in which the United States has considered the use of the passive personality principle).
173. See id. (discussing the rejection of the passive personality principle as an independent basis of jurisdiction).
174. Hostage Convention, supra note 30, at art. 5(1)(d).
175. Hostage Taking Act, supra note 105.
176. See 18 U.S.C. § 1203(b)(1)(A) (providing an exception to the position that § 1203 offenses do not apply extraterritorially against a person seized or detained who is a national of the United States); Hostage Convention, supra note 30, at art. 5(1)(d) (stating that jurisdiction may be established “if that state considers it appropriate”).
177. See The S.S. Lotus (Fr. v. Turk.), 1927 P.C.I.J., Ser. A, No. 10, at 70 (Judgment of Jan. 4, 1927) (holding that Turkey had jurisdiction over a French national on a French ship that collided with a Turkish ship on the high seas). The court was reluctant to rule on the passive personality principle, and instead based its holding on the territorial principle. Id. at 74, 79. Restatement, supra note 142, at § 40 (listing certain factors modifying the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction when two states have
existence of concurrent jurisdiction creates the potential for conflict between states, especially if one state does not accept the validity of the second state's jurisdictional claim.\textsuperscript{178} The assertion of the passive personality principle may offend certain states especially if those states seek to exercise an alternative, internationally recognized basis of jurisdiction. If the terrorist is within the territory of a sovereign state, the sovereign could easily construe the use of the principle as a violation of that sovereign state's rights.\textsuperscript{179}

In the Achille Lauro incident,\textsuperscript{180} the passive personality principle was

---

\textsuperscript{178} See Note, \textit{U.S. Legislation}, supra note 110, at 933-36 (describing the potential conflict when states assert concurrent jurisdiction). In the Achille Lauro incident, the Italian government recognized the passive personality principle but was not willing to forfeit its jurisdictional right to prosecute the terrorists. McGinley, \textit{supra} note 34, at 693. When two states have concurrent jurisdiction, the state with the overriding interest has the right to prosecute, unless there is a treaty obligation that defines the states' respective responsibilities. \textit{Id.} Where two or more states are legally present at the location of the criminals and each state wishes to prosecute, it basically creates a "free-for-all" situation in relation to capturing the criminals. Note, \textit{U.S. Legislation}, supra note 110, at 958.

\textsuperscript{179} Blakesley, \textit{supra} note 126, at 1109, 1114-17 (discussing the potential violation of sovereign territory when one state exercises police powers within another state's national boundaries).

\textsuperscript{180} McGinley, \textit{supra} note 34, at 691-94 (reporting the details of the Achille Lauro incident). On October 7, 1985, members of a splinter group of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) seized the Italian ship, the Achille Lauro, while the ship was in Egyptian waters near Port Said. \textit{N.Y. Times} Oct. 8, 1985, at A1, col. 6. The terrorists separated and threatened to kill the American and Jewish passengers from the group of tourists on the cruise ship docked at Cairo. \textit{N.Y. Times}, Oct. 9, 1985, at A1, col. 6. Leon Klinghoffer, an elderly, crippled, Jewish-American citizen was taken to the deck of the ship, shot in the head, and thrown overboard in his wheelchair. \textit{Id.} In an effort to end the crisis, the Egyptian government negotiated with the terrorists, who were given an Egyptian airplane to leave Egypt. The United States, through intelligence sources, located the plane and forced it down at an air-base in Signoella, Italy. \textit{N.Y. Times}, Oct. 11, 1983, at A1, col. 6. Both American and Italian troops were on the scene, prepared to receive the terrorists. Note, \textit{Achille Lauro Affair}, \textit{supra} note 163, at 337. After a dispute between Italy and the United States over which state should exercise criminal jurisdiction, the Italian government took the terrorists into custody. \textit{Id.} Italy later allowed a leader of the Palestinians suspected of involvement in the hijacking to leave the country and seek asylum in Yugoslavia. The Ottoman government charged the remaining four terrorists with piracy. \textit{N.Y. Times}, Oct. 13, 1985, at A1, col. 6. The United States filed an extradition request under the Treaty on Extradition between the United States and Italy requesting the extradition of all of the accused terrorists for the crime of hostage-taking. United States of America and the Republic of Italy, Oct. 13, 1983, United States-Italy, 28 U.S.T. 227, T.I.A.S. No. 8468, entered into force Jan. 21, 1977; see Documents Concerning the Achille Lauro Affair and Cooperation in Combatting International Terrorism, 24 I.L.M. 1509-85 (1985) (providing the extradition requests and diplomatic letters sent by the United States in an attempt to have all perpetrators extradited). According to article 6 of the Hostage Convention and the Hostage Taking Act, if the American forces had taken
the only basis of jurisdiction available to the United States.\textsuperscript{181} The offense occurred on an Italian ship in Egyptian waters.\textsuperscript{182} The Italians had jurisdiction under the floating territorial principle\textsuperscript{183} and the Egyptians had both territorial and personal jurisdiction over the offenders.\textsuperscript{184} The only jurisdictional claim available to the United States arose under the Hostage Convention when the terrorists took eighteen United States citizens hostage and murdered Leon Klinghoffer.\textsuperscript{185} To exercise passive personality jurisdiction would have violated Italy’s concurrent and, in this case, overriding jurisdictional claim to the terrorists. The presence of United States forces at the air-base in Sigonella, however, indicates that the United States was prepared to take custody of the accused terrorists if the Italians did not act immediately.\textsuperscript{186}

custody of the accused terrorists, they would have jurisdiction to prosecute; \textit{see also} N.Y. Times, Oct. 10, 1985, at A11, col. 5 (discussing barriers to extradition for murder that limit the ability of American courts to prosecute the lesser crime of hostage-taking).

181. \textit{See} McGinley, \textit{supra} note 34, at 710 (stating that the United States has jurisdiction “with respect to a hostage that is a national of that State,” according to article 5(1)(d) of the Hostage Convention). Because both the United States and Egypt had jurisdiction over the Achille Lauro terrorists under the Hostage Convention, either state could prosecute for the ship’s hijacking, but only Egypt could prosecute for murder. \textit{Note, Achille Lauro Affair, supra} note 163, at 346.

182. \textit{Note, Achille Lauro Affair, supra} note 163, at 334. Although the United States does not recognize the passive personality principle, the Hostage Convention authorizes states to assert jurisdiction based on the nationality of the hostage. Hostage Convention, \textit{supra} note 30, at art. 5(1)(d).

183. \textit{See supra} note 144 and accompanying text (discussing the floating territorial principle). \textit{But cf.} Sofaer, \textit{Terrorism and Law}, \textit{supra} note 2, at 902 (discussing the jurisdiction problems in the Achille Lauro case). The Achille Lauro case also presented a question as to whether the terrorist acts constituted piracy. \textit{Id.} at 910. The political motives of the terrorists prevented the classification of pirates in this incident. \textit{Id.} at 911. Consequently, United States law enforcement officials’ desire to prosecute the Achille Lauro terrorists faced jurisdictional difficulties. \textit{See also U.S. Jurisdiction Limited, N.Y. Times, Oct. 10, 1985, at A11, col. 5 (noting that United States courts did not even have domestic legislation which would enable the courts to try the Achille Lauro criminals for murder, but only for hostage-taking).}

In the aftermath of the Achille Lauro incident, the Senate proposed and passed legislation that would allow the United States to prosecute terrorist murder and impose the death penalty on convicted terrorists. \textit{See Prosecution Bills, supra} note 19 (discussing proposals to prosecute terrorists for attacks against United States citizens abroad, particularly S. 1508, the Terrorist Death Penalty Act of 1985).

184. \textit{See Note, Achille Lauro Affair, supra} note 163, at 344 (noting that Egypt had jurisdiction over the terrorists but failed to prosecute them because of Egypt’s national interests). As a leader of the Arab world, to prosecute the terrorists would have conflicted with Egypt’s state interests. \textit{Id.} at 345 n.94.

185. \textit{Id.} at 345.

C. THE UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLE

The universal principle could provide a more acceptable basis of jurisdiction over terrorists who take hostages. Traditionally, the universal principle is reserved for certain crimes that states deem so heinous that any state able to obtain custody of the violator may prosecute the violator. The universal principle provides jurisdiction to enforce sanctions for crimes that have an independent basis in international law. Examples of crimes that are currently considered of universal significance are piracy, war crimes, genocide and the hijacking of aircraft.

The United States has successfully prosecuted individuals under this principle for violations of international law. The use of the universal

187. See Paust, supra note 22, at 205 (Annexes A and B) (suggesting two legislative alternatives to solve the problem of obtaining jurisdiction over terrorists). The first draft bases jurisdiction on the universal principle and calls for sanctions for the violation of human rights. Id. The second draft calls for the enactment of a federal statute which would impose sanctions for the crime of "international terrorism" and defines terrorism as "any intentional use of violence or threat of violence by the accused against an instrumental target in order to communicate to a primary target a threat of future violence so as to coerce the primary target through intense fear or anxiety in connection with a demanded political outcome." Id. This second suggestion may be more difficult to implement because, although it contains a useful definition of terrorism, it would inevitably be interpreted by some states as infringing upon the rights of self-determination. See also Blakesley, supra note 126, at 1141 n.81 (1982) (suggesting that terrorism is a crime of universal, or nearly universal, interest).

188. Blakesley, supra note 126, at 1111.


190. See 10 U.S.C. §§ 818, 821 (1983) (granting military courts jurisdiction over any person subject to trial by military tribunal under the law of war); Attorney General of Israel v. Eichmann, 36 I.L.R. 277 (Sup. Ct. Israel 1962) (holding that Israel may rely on universal jurisdiction to prosecute Adolf Eichmann for Nazi war crimes).


192. See supra note 127 (listing international treaties on the various crimes associated with aircraft hijacking).

193. See, e.g., Ex Parte Quirin, 317 U.S. 1, 27-36 (1942) (prosecuting German war criminals for war offenses, punishable under law of nations); United States v. Arjona, 120 U.S. 479, 479 (1887) (upholding constitutional power of Congress to provide for punishment of counterfeiting foreign bank notes as offense against law of nations); United States v. Smith, 18 U.S. (5 Wheat.) 153, 153 (1820) (upholding constitutional power of Congress to prosecute piracy under law of nations); Talbot v. Jansen, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 133, 159-61 (1795) (Iredell, J., concurring) (granting jurisdiction over a French privateer to determine the legitimacy of his ship's activities on the high seas); United States v. Ravara, 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 297, 298-99 (1793) (granting concurrent jurisdiction over an alien sending letters threatening extortion to Pennsylvania citizen); Respublica v. DeLongchamps, 1 U.S. (1 Dall.) 111, 116-17 (1784) (upholding the use of the universal principle of jurisdiction to prosecute a person threatening and assaulting French diplomats in United States); United States v. Layton, 509 F. Supp. 212,
principle to prosecute terrorists who takes hostages may succeed if states categorize terrorist offenses as heinous and internationally condemnable, allowing any state with custody to prosecute. Classifying the offense of hostage-taking under this theory is the most effective means of asserting jurisdiction over those who victimize innocent civilians.

Applying the universal principle to terrorists who attack and murder will not resolve the problem of concurrent jurisdiction when more than one state claims the right to prosecute the offenders. Until an international consensus exists on the validity of applying universal jurisdiction for hostage-taking and certain terrorist acts, justified by the heinous nature of the crimes, the potential conflict caused by states exercising concurrent jurisdiction will not subside. Effective measures to combat terrorism in the international community will require both consensus and international sanctions ensuring prosecution. An effort to achieve this goal is illustrated by the United Nations Convention Against the Taking of Hostages.

---

216-21 (N.D. Cal. 1981) (applying the passive personality principle according to the United Nations Convention on the Protection and Punishment of Crimes Against Internationally Protected Persons where extraterritorial acts resulted in the death of Congressman Ryan); United States v. White, 27 F. Cas. 200, 201-03 (C.C.E.D. Mo. 1886) (granting jurisdiction for acts of piracy); United States v. Baker, 24 F. Cas. 962, 965 (C.C.S.D. N.Y. 1861) (No. 14501) (upholding jurisdiction over acts of piracy); United States v. Jones, 26 F. Cas. 653 (C.C.D. Pa. 1813) (No. 15494) (upholding jurisdiction over acts of piracy); Henfield’s Case, 11 F. Cas. 1099, 1107-08 (C.C.D. Pa. 1793) (No. 6360) (finding that the federal judiciary has jurisdiction over offense against the law of nations and upholding conviction of citizens of neutral state who participated in attack by one belligerent power upon another); see also RESTATEMENT DRAFT, supra note 14, at § 404 (discussing the possible use of the universal principle to obtain jurisdiction over terrorists).

194. Blakesley, supra note 126, at 1111.

195. RESTATEMENT DRAFT, supra note 14, at § 404 comment a (noting that although terrorism is internationally condemned, problems with defining terrorism have prevented any internationally effective agreements from sanctioning the crime). If hostage-taking is incorporated as one of the offenses under universal jurisdiction, the focus would shift from the definition of terrorism as a whole to the single act of hostage-taking. The United States is already a member of one treaty that categorizes certain aspects of terrorism as crimes with universal dimensions. OAS Terrorism Convention, supra note 128, at art. II (adopting the universal principle of jurisdiction for certain acts of terrorism, regardless of motive).
V. AN INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE TO TERRORISM

A. THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION AGAINST THE TAKING OF HOSTAGES

1. A Historical Perspective

In past years, the League of Nations and the United Nations attempted but failed to address the problem of terrorism generally. For example, the United States proposed a Draft Convention on Terrorism to the United Nations in 1972, but the United Nations rejected the proposal because of its broad provisions creating jurisdiction over anyone who attempts to kill, or actually kills, causes serious bodily harm, or kidnaps another person. The proposed Convention on Terrorism would have given broad classes of terrorist crimes international significance and classified them as crimes of universal interest.

This broad proposal to outlaw terror-violence failed to solve the primary problem of distinguishing between self-determination, a "legitimate" form of resistance or struggle, and terrorism, an unacceptable form of seeking radical change. Because of their divergent political and ideological interests, states are unwilling to compromise on a definition of terrorism that would restrict their ability to promote, and in some cases defend, their interests.


198. Draft Convention, supra note 197, at art. 1.

199. Id.

200. See supra notes 22-23 and accompanying text (noting the inherent difficulties of nations attempting to agree upon a single definition of terrorism). But cf. infra notes 218-25 and accompanying text (describing the achievement of a compromise on the definition of terrorism in the Hostage Convention).
2. Lack of Consensus on an International Definition of Terrorism

Realizing that no broad definition could satisfy all states, the United Nations addressed specific types of terrorist acts that, according to an international consensus, are condemnable.\footnote{201} The United Nations decided to consider hostage-taking in the same manner. The United Nations approached the problem by attacking the most internationally condemned terrorist activities.\footnote{202} Acting on limited, less controversial subjects, United Nations conventions have generally succeeded in preventing aircraft hijacking\footnote{203} and protecting diplomats.\footnote{204}

The United Nations Security Council recently adopted a resolution indicating that the United Nations is ready to declare the taking of hostages a heinous offense under any circumstances.\footnote{205} The United Nations General Assembly also adopted a resolution calling for measures to prevent international terrorism and acts of violence that sacrifice innocent lives in attempts to affect radical changes.\footnote{206} The willingness of the United Nations to impose sanctions or take measures against hostage-takers will determine the actual deterrent strength of recent declarations against hostage-taking.

The Hostage Convention represents a strong international consensus that hostage-taking is an unacceptable method of terror-violence. The United Nations \textit{Ad Hoc} Committee on International Terrorism (\textit{Ad Hoc} Committee) drafted the Hostage Convention and presented the fi-
nal document for signature in December 1979. The Convention follows the format and spirit of the Protection of Diplomats Convention, which is highly regarded as an effective deterrent to terrorist acts against diplomats and internationally protected persons.

The primary principle underlying the Hostage Convention dictates that those who take, or attempt to take hostages are subject to prosecution or extradition by any signatory state if apprehended within that state's jurisdiction. The signatory states also have a duty to undertake preventive measures to combat terrorist activity within their borders. In drafting the Hostage Convention, the Ad Hoc Committee sought to exclude any provisions with ambiguous interpretations. The fact that signatory states follow different domestic laws, however, resulted in various expectations among different states. Even the Hostage Convention's guarantee of prosecution or extradition will not always adequately satisfy an injured state's expectations concerning proper punishment.


209. Rosenstock, supra note 126, at 172 (noting the success of the Protection of Diplomats Convention in arresting the numerous attacks against diplomatic personnel); see also Convention on Protected Persons, supra note 128 (making attacks against diplomatic personnel a crime of universal significance).

210. Rosenstock, supra note 126, at 169. The obligation of a party to the Hostage Convention is to extradite or prosecute a suspected terrorist to a competent authority. Hostage Convention, supra note 30, at art. 6, 8. Therefore, there is assurance of the prosecution of the suspected terrorist, preventing the terrorist from seeking asylum or "safe haven" under the political offense exception. If, for the purpose of extradition, the suspect falls under the "substantial probability of prejudice" exception to article 12, the state's obligation is to either prosecute or extradite the suspect to another country that can prosecute. Hostage Convention art. 10. Although this provision was designed to destroy any loopholes, situations still exist in which a criminal could escape prosecution under this article. For example, if a state with personal jurisdiction has not enacted national laws that impose sanctions for the particular crime committed and another state requesting extradition has the jurisdictional grounds to prosecute, but meets the "substantial prejudice" test, then neither state may prosecute and the accused criminal may go free.

211. Rosenstock, supra note 126, at 170 (discussing measures that states are required to take to prevent terrorist activity within national borders).

212. See supra notes 180-82 and accompanying text (describing the Achille Lauro
Two controversial issues posing problems during the drafting of the Hostage Convention were the definition of terrorism and the situations involving asylum under the political offense exception to extradition. Defining terrorism will remain a problem as long as the perpetrators of terrorism continue to legitimize their activity as self-determination. National liberation movements and Eastern European countries expressed particular concern with the distinction between terrorist activity and legitimate liberation struggles because of the distinction's potential to undermine their activities.

These nations did not want the Hostage Convention to define terrorism in a way that would undermine struggles of national liberation movements and make their activities unacceptable under international law. Without specific language regarding the legitimacy of self-determination, these nations feared that more powerful states would use the Hostage Convention to deny their right of self-determination because of the low-level warfare characteristics of such struggles. Western delegations fought against the inclusion of allowances for self-determination struggles, arguing that the distinction would create ex-
ceptions to the prohibition against hostage-taking.\textsuperscript{217}

Disagreeing nations compromised, establishing article 12 of the Hostage Convention.\textsuperscript{218} The compromise excluded acts committed during armed conflicts (including struggles of self-determination) that were covered under the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the Additional Protocols from consideration under the Hostage Convention.\textsuperscript{219} Some nations interpreted article 12 as a protective clause, ensuring that the Hostage Convention would not be used against national liberation movements who took hostages "in the course of struggle" against oppressive regimes.\textsuperscript{220} This interpretation caused a considerable amount of controversy. Certain states felt that article 12 gave national liberation movements a license to take hostages, excluding them from coverage when engaged in "armed conflict."\textsuperscript{221} Nonaligned countries\textsuperscript{222} responded that article 12 did not give national liberation movements full license to commit terrorist acts,\textsuperscript{223} rather it prevented the use of the Convention against national liberation movements taking hostages in the course of a legitimate struggle.\textsuperscript{224}

Satisfied with the passage of article 12, the supporters of a separate clause for self-determination no longer feared that the Convention would bar their struggles. The Western delegations were also satisfied concluding that the Convention did not give nations a limitless right to active self-determination.\textsuperscript{225} Those favoring the inclusion of an exception for national liberation movements in the Hostage Convention interpreted article 12 as a guarantee that the Hostage Convention would not be used against self-determination struggles.\textsuperscript{226} The drafters of the Convention, however, viewed article 12 as a mere reassurance of the

\textsuperscript{217} Rosenstock, \textit{supra} note 126, at 73.
\textsuperscript{218} \textit{Id.} at 87-88 (discussing proposals offered by aligned and nonaligned countries to balance the interests of states concerned with the inclusion of exceptional rights for national liberation movements).
\textsuperscript{219} Hostage Convention, \textit{supra} note 30, at art. 12.
\textsuperscript{220} Verwey, \textit{supra} note 202, at 85-89 (discussing the compromises and negotiations in drafting article 12).
\textsuperscript{221} Rosenstock, \textit{supra} note 126, at 184.
\textsuperscript{222} Verwey, \textit{supra} note 202, at 77.
\textsuperscript{223} \textit{Id.} at 77.
\textsuperscript{224} \textit{Id.} at 72-73.
\textsuperscript{225} Rosenstock, \textit{supra} note 126, at 183-85. Many developing, Eastern European, and some African countries feared that article 12 would be used to outlaw their legitimate struggles for self-determination. \textit{Id.} Western countries feared that terrorists and perpetrators of violent insurgency would use article 12 to escape obligatory extradition and prosecution under the Hostage Convention. \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{226} See Verwey, \textit{supra} note 202, at 86 (emphasizing that the inclusion of language on self-determination was interpreted not as an exception for these groups, but as a distinction between their activities and the activities of ordinary criminals, including terrorists).
legitimacy of national liberation struggles in international law, not as an exception from prosecution. Such an exception, if allowed, would significantly undermine the Hostage Convention's scope, limiting a nation's ability to prosecute "whosoever" takes hostages.

3. The Political Offense Exception to Extradition: A Scapegoat for Terrorists

Distinguishing terrorist movements from national liberation movements creates an exception to the Convention's hostage-taking provisions, establishing circumstances that legitimize hostage-taking. In addition, a dispute exists concerning when national liberation movements are considered in "armed conflict" and accordingly protected by the Geneva Convention. The resistance of national liberation struggles is not classified as traditional "armed conflict," but low-level warfare characterized by sudden attacks and sabotage, with the key element being surprise. To allow national liberation movements to legitimize hostage-taking, claiming that they are in "armed conflict," permits liberation movements to escape the Hostage Convention's scope. Therefore, to ensure the Convention's effectiveness, the Convention should prohibit all hostage-taking.

Western delegations supported the prohibition of hostage-taking without exception. As a compromise, the Ad Hoc Committee included a list of conventions not affected by the Hostage Convention and adopted additional language stating that the Convention did not bar principles enshrined in the United Nations Charter. The Committee included this language to avoid complications in determining which convention would govern in an "armed conflict." The national libera-

227. Cf. Nash, Contemporary Practice of the United States Relating to International Law, 74 AM. J. INT'L L. 420 (1980) [hereinafter Nash] (expressing that article 12(1) does not create an exception to the Convention unless the activities involved are already covered under the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols and that states are obligated under those conventions to prosecute or extradite the terrorists).

228. Id. at 420-21.

229. See Hostage Convention, supra note 30, at art. 12 (providing distinction between terrorism and struggles of national liberation).

230. See infra note 251 (listing the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols).

231. Nash, supra note 227, at 420 (discussing the United States denial that the Hostage Convention creates any exception for national liberation movements or anyone else).

232. Id.

233. Hostage Convention, supra note 30, at art. 12.

234. McDonald, The United Nations Convention against the Taking of Hostages: The Inside Story, 6 TERRORISM: AN INT'L J. 545, 552 (1983) (discussing the United States proposal to clarify the question of what international legal instrument would govern during periods of armed conflict between states); see also Friedlander, Com-
tion movements insisted on this inclusion because the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols recognize self-determination movements as involved in legitimate struggles.236

National liberation movements and developing countries feared that the Hostage Convention would deny the legitimacy of their struggles with oppressive regimes, defining their low-level warfare methods as prohibited terrorist activity.236 The Hostage Convention's goal is not to deny the legitimacy of certain struggles, but to legitimize a viable tool against the victimization of innocent citizens and to assure that those who practice this form of terrorism do not escape prosecution.237 The drafters sought to establish that there is no "safe haven" for anyone who takes hostages and that signatory states have an obligation to assert jurisdiction, if the opportunity arises.238

The controversy surrounding the extradition requirement posed another problem for the Ad Hoc Committee. Articles 8 and 9, which are central to the Convention's implementation, mandate that governments either extradite persons who take hostages, or submit their case to a competent authority for prosecution "without exception whatsoever."239 The operational phrase "without exception whatsoever" requires signatory states to act even if the crimes are not committed within their territories. Articles 8 and 9 guarantee the prosecution of terrorists who take hostages, regardless of extradition or other treaty obligations, because signatory states must assert jurisdiction upon a suspected offender's apprehension.240 Accordingly, the provision is the Convention's crucial enforcement mechanism. Without articles 8 and 9, a state claiming that no treaty exists could deny extradition. Additionally,
without these articles, a state claiming insufficient jurisdictional grounds under international laws could refuse to prosecute terrorists. Article 8 confirms that signatory states are under an affirmative obligation to prosecute or extradite all apprehended terrorists.243

Article 9 describes states' obligations to extradite terrorists who take hostages when the state with personal jurisdiction cannot prosecute the offender.242 Article 9 also provides limited exceptions to the extradition requirements,243 denying extradition when there is suspicion that the state seeking extradition has an ulterior motive for prosecuting the offenders.244 The extradition requirements serve two specific objectives. First, obligations of signatory states under all extradition treaties are modified to the extent that they are inconsistent with the Hostage Convention.246 This provision guarantees that when a state does not wish to prosecute, or has any contrary obligations with respect to extradition, the state has one of two options—extradition or prosecution.246 Second, the extradition requirements protect individuals against persecution when a state believes that extradition is sought for the purpose of prosecuting or punishing a person on account of race, religion, nationality, ethnic origin, or political opinion.247 The political exception to the extradition causes two problems. In some cases, foreign states will not agree with the United States on the "political status" of the offenders.248 In these cases, offenders can seek political asylum and therefore escape the jurisdiction of nations seeking extradition.

The nature of most international terrorist attacks is political, whether the terrorists seek ransom, the release of prisoners, or just the public humiliation of a foreign government.240 The controversial dis-

241. Id. at art. 8 (providing that without exception whatsoever, states must prosecute or extradite).
242. Id. at art. 9.
243. Id. at art. 9, para. 1.
244. Id.
245. Id. at art. 9, para. 2; see also Verwey, supra note 202, at 92 (discussing compromises achieved in negotiating article 9).
246. Hostage Convention, supra note 30, at art. 9.
247. See id. at art. 9, para. 1(a) (providing states with the option of extraditing or prosecuting); see also Rosenstock, supra note 126, at 182 (discussing the rationale for including the option to extradite or prosecute). If a state refuses to extradite, it must nonetheless submit the case to a competent authority for adjudication. Id. at 183. The "substantial belief" standard will allow states to prove their good faith in requesting extradition by assuring recognized types of protection (including security methods to protect the accused from harm and visits from the Red Cross). Id.
248. See Nanda, supra note 202, at 100-03 (discussing the fear of the Ad Hoc Committee that lack of agreement on the acceptable limits of the political offense exception would undermine the scope of the Hostage Convention).
249. This World, supra note 130, at 31, 32.
tinction between legitimate and illegitimate political struggles for the purpose of prosecuting violent terrorist acts has hindered the development of an international consensus on the most effective sanctions for eliminating the threat of international terror.250 By outlawing the taking of hostages for any purpose not covered by the Geneva Conventions and the Additional Protocols251 the Ad Hoc Committee sought to eliminate the use of the political exception in circumstances involving the taking of hostages by violent international terrorists. Although states with custody of terrorists are obligated to either prosecute or extradite, the evidentiary laws and sanctions are often considerably less stringent than comparable laws in the United States.252

4. The Optional Clause: Adoption of the Passive Personality Principle

The Hostage Convention contains an optional clause that grants jurisdiction on the basis of the passive personality principle.253 For example, the Convention specifically grants jurisdiction for crimes committed against American citizens on the basis of their nationality.254

250. Friedlander, Commentary—Definitional Factors, in 3 R. Friedlander, Ter-
rorism: Documents of International and Local Control—From the Terror

Problems surrounding the issue of self-determination resulted from the insistence of some states on the inclusion of language distinguishing terrorist hostage-taking from legitimate actions of struggle for self-determination. Verwey, supra note 202, at 72.


252. See generally Sofaer, The Political Offense Exception and Terrorism, 85 Dep't St. Bull. 58 (Dec. 1985) (discussing the interplay of the political offense exception and the inability to bring criminals to justice). Additional problems are raised when varying domestic laws of signatory states allow terrorists to escape prosecution. Verwey, supra note 202, at 87-88 (stating that if a signatory state with custody of a suspected terrorist does not have the appropriate domestic legislation to prosecute, and the accused is not extraditable for political reasons, the accused may either escape jurisdiction or face prosecution for a less severe crime).

253. Hostage Convention, supra note 30, at art. 5(1)(d).

254. Id. The provision includes an optional clause for states unwilling to recognize
Originally, the United States objected to the inclusion of this provision in the Convention, claiming that the passive personality principle is reasonable for diplomatic personnel but should not extend to ordinary citizens. United States representatives asserted that the protection of the passive personality principle should not extend beyond diplomats and internationally protected persons. Civil law states insisted that the Convention include the passive personality principle. This insistence resulted in a compromise, granting jurisdiction on the basis of nationality when state finds it appropriate. The extraterritorial jurisdiction extension represents a departure in United States foreign policy. United States domestic legislation, granting jurisdiction on the basis of the victim's nationality, has expanded the application of the passive personality principle to obtain jurisdiction over terrorists who take hostages.

The willingness of Congress to include the passive personality principle of jurisdiction indicates the increasing acceptability of the principle's application to international terrorist attacks on civilians because of their nationality. This departure from the traditionally applied jurisdictional theories of international law is consistent with the Hostage Convention, but inconsistent with the jurisdictional principles of the majority of states.

The Hostage Convention could prove as effective as the complementary conventions in addressing international terrorism. Terrorists will inevitably succeed in a number of efforts to infiltrate security systems and state protective measures. Instances when perpetrators escape to "freedom" states that offer them sanctuary may render the broad provisions of the Hostage Convention useless, especially in geographic areas of common terrorist violence and little political control.

CONCLUSION

As technology advances, the defensive race against terrorism be-
comes more difficult—especially when states with substantial resources and access to technology support terrorist activity. Divergent interests and ideologies handicap the international community's struggle to reach a consensus on the legitimacy of certain aspects of terrorism. Attacking the manifestations of terrorism systematically through multilateral conventions may pose the best method of reaching a consensus on the nature of the problems. This is a slow process, however, that does not offer much promise to terrorist victims. To halt the taking and killing of innocent citizens, the United Nations should find that this crime is of universal dimension, and allow any state apprehending terrorists to prosecute or extradite. Declaring hostage-taking a crime of universal significance would essentially condemn all acts of hostage-taking in the interest of mankind. Such a determination would equate jurisdiction over hostage-taking crimes with hijacking. Proclaiming hostage-taking a universal crime would eliminate problems inherent in the assertion of the passive personality principle, expanding a nation's jurisdictional reach and increasing the potential for prosecution or extradition.

Absent the adoption of a universal designation for the crime of hostage-taking, the United States demonstrated its willingness to assert the passive personality principle of jurisdiction in the Achille Lauro incident. No matter how strong the traditional repudiation of the passive personality principle, the United States has accepted the theory for the purpose of prosecuting terrorists who take American hostages, whether they are diplomats or innocent persons. Adopting this questionable principle of international jurisdiction may prove effective because it is tailored to the nature of the crime—directed at innocent citizens purely on the basis of their nationality.

Expressly adopting either the passive personality or the universal principle to gain jurisdiction over international terrorists substantially deviates from the traditional approach to the terrorist problem. The United States has never employed the passive personality principle to assert jurisdiction over extraterritorial crime and has not adopted the

260. See supra notes 148-50 and accompanying text (noting that United States courts recognize the existence of this principle, but generally reject its validity as an acceptable independent basis of jurisdiction); see also Rivard v. United States, 375 F.2d 882, 885-86 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 884 (1967) (acknowledging the passive personality principle under the law of nations but granting jurisdiction under the objective territorial principle over a heroin smuggler's acts having an effect within sovereign state); United States v. Layton, 509 F. Supp. 212, 215-16 (N.D. Cal. 1981) (noting that Congress has the power to employ the passive personality principle under the law of nations but declining to apply the passive personality principle where other grounds of jurisdiction exist); United States v. Rodriguez, 182 F. Supp. 479, 487 (S.D. Cal. 1960), aff'd sub nom. Rocha v. United States, 288 F.2d 545, 546-47 (9th Cir. 1961), cert. denied, 366 U.S. 948 (1961) (discussing United States jurisdiction over
universal principle with respect to hostage-taking. One of the reasons the United States hesitated to adopt either the universal or passive personality principle is the lack of international guidelines defining terrorism and outlining acceptable jurisdictional principles to address the problem. The 1985 Restatement Draft suggests that the United States may consider terrorism a crime of universal significance. Asserting jurisdiction under this theory is difficult, however, because there is no international consensus on the definition of terrorism.

Adoption of the universal principle does not guarantee prosecution or extradition of offenders, but it increases the potential for states to assert jurisdiction where no other basis of jurisdiction exists. Even universal jurisdiction is inadequate to ensure prosecution if states continue to offer sanctuary and support to terrorists. Although the Reagan Administration has called on the international community for a "tougher" policy on the apprehension and prosecution of terrorists, before rec-
ommending the sanctions for international terror-violence, the international community will have to reach a consensus that designates which activities and actors are condemnable. The inability to distinguish between terrorism and self-determination, terrorists and freedom-fighters, has retarded the progress of the United Nations in issuing effective measures to stop terror-violence. Once nations overcome the definitional threshold, the universal principle could provide a broad base of jurisdiction to ensure apprehension and prosecution of the offenders.